

To identify, order and count on up to 50.



Term

To find 1 more and 1 less than number.
To know number bonds to 20.



To count on in 2s (using repeated addition and

Observe and describe weather associated with





To develop knowledge of the 2 times table facts.



To identify ½ and ¼ of an object or shape.



To use simple language to compare and measure
length and height.
To start to use cm’s to measure length and
height.



To read time as o’clock.



To use positional language to explore direction.



To interpret information within a pictogram.

U.K.




India and China on the world map and in

Identify and observe plants around our

turn explore physical features, landmarks and

school.



where each country is in relation to the North

Create a weather forecast.

and South poles and the equator.


What can we learn about our
world from stories?

ICT
same story.

Create speech bubbles for the characters in Little



Discuss character profiles.



Adding descriptions to settings.



Anansi the spider stories from Jamaica.



class, using e-picture skills learnt.

Edit and

save and then evaluate.

Explore different templates for making puppets
(finger puppets, sock puppets, stick puppets).



would you make Tiddalik laugh? Descriptions,
poems.

Choose a story character we have been
studying.

Explore

Tiddalik the frog- story from Australia. How

Music

Use one template method to design

and create a puppet. Practise joining and

Goldilocks went to the house of the bears,’ ‘There

cutting techniques. (Gluing, sewing, stapling).


Design and make a gingerbread man.



Create shadow puppets (link to science).

was a princess long ago’).



Compare the Gingerbread Man with the story of
Begin to explore settings and descriptions.

Explore music from Jamaica, Australia, India
and China.




text.
Create ‘wanted’ posters.

Learn songs linked to traditional tales (‘When



Chinese New Year story- creating an explanation

The Runaway Chapatti.’

Illustrate a chosen story in groups within the

Design and Technology

character profiles using events in the stories.



Examine similarities and differences.

Create characters on screen using ‘Paint.’ Save



and edit work.

Perform speech bubbles using puppets!



Compare illustrations of characters from the





Red Riding Hood (Link to puppet making in DT).



Explore culture and human geography of
China. Link to Chinese New Year.

English


Create a key.

Linked to stories from around the globe in
English lessons each Jamaica, Australia,

the clothing we wear.

models.

Identify, label each

country and feature on a simple map of the

throughout the seasons e.g. animal behaviour,

To add numbers up to 20 using a range of

Use digital images, globes and maps to locate
the U.K. in the world.

Observe how the environment changes

arrays).





the seasons and how day length varies.





Geography

Science

Mathematics

Art and Design


Create illustrations for books (link to ICT).



Create Anansi spider pictures using ink, paint,

Explre timbre, beat and rhythm.
Create, select and combine sounds using voice,
body sounds, un-tuned and tuned percussion
instruments.

drawing and printing skills.

Grammar





Spelling plurals: s, es.



Prefix: un



Using exclamation marks



Remembering capital letters for proper nouns.

Aboriginal art from Australia – explore signs

P.E.

and symbols and how they are built up to



create story maps.

P.E. lessons each Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons (following the Real PE curriculum).

Religious Education
P.S.H.E.


Keeping safe: What would the children say to the wolf if they were
Little Red/Fred Riding Hood?



What might the children say or do to change the wolf’s behaviour?



Playing tricks like Anasi the spider: present scenarios.

Which tricks

are funny? Which might hurt people’s feelings?


Similarities and differences:

What is the same/different about us?

How to we differ from other people from places around the world?



Tell a story about a special place.



Talk about our own special places.



Show the children a picture of the inside of a church through a keyhole cut out.
some of the things we can see.

Why was this place special for the character in the story?
What can you hear, see, feel or smell?

Is this a special place?

Who is it special for?

Talk about
Discuss how

the church is a sacred place for Christians.


Explore interactive sights that show the inside of a church.

Begin to identify some of the

furniture, artefacts and symbols (cross, font, altar, lectern, pews, candles, stained glass
windows).

Listen to some hymns.

Think about the words and sounds that make them special.

